When first opened, insert the master key and sub-key, tilt the master key to the side, tilt the
sub-key 45°, and hold the handle (the master key does not need to be turned by hand).
First password: first password: press the door after the setting key, the screen shows p5-1, enter
a new password, press the well number key to confirm, the second password is to press the well
number key, press 00, and then press the door after the setting key to display p5-2, enter the
new password, press the well number key to confirm, the screen shows IN is set successfully
Tiger intellectual fingerprint password: according to the first set after the door key, voice prompt
enter the administrator password (the default is 123456), after entering the setting mode,
according to the voice prompt operation, press the 1 is set to open the door password, press 2 is
to set up the fingerprint, fingerprint can be set to 32, press 3 is to remove fingerprints, press 4 is
set the administrator password, press 5 is set to open the door mode (safe mode is: the
fingerprint + password, normal mode as follows: single fingerprints or password), press 6 is into
the mode of distribution network (WiFi model of distribution network is required)
Password setting for inner cabinet door
1. The initial password is "000".
2. When adjusting the password, dial the initial password "000" and then rotate clockwise to the
knob, open the inner door and adjust the key of the password position on the back of the door.
Set "A" to "B" and set it to "A" after dialing the password you need. After setting, the new
password was successfully set.
Power and voltage indication:
1. Power supply: use 4 alkaline 1.5v batteries. When full pressure, display solid battery mark; No
voltage (below 4.8 ± 0.3v) shows the hollow battery. After opening the door, "LO - BATTE" (low
voltage) is displayed to prompt the replacement of the battery.
2. Operating voltage: 4.2v ~7.5v
3. Operating current :320mm ampere
4. Static current :35 microamperes (6.0v)
5. The ambient temperature is 0 ~ 50℃
Use of external battery box: it is used when the safe is out of power. When the safe is out of
power, put the battery inside the external battery box and then plug it into the electronic screen.
There will be power (under the fingerprint type's repanel, the electronic type is on the right side
of the main keyhole)
Note: nanfu and duracell batteries cannot be used in the vault. Please do not enter the safe with
the master and deputy keys of the vault

